Conform/Transform?

Voice 1: Conform
Voice 2: Transform
(The voices repeat the words in rhythm 4 times. Then, as they continue, Voice 3 tries to speak over them)
Voice 3: Brothers and sisters…
Voice 1: Conform
Voice 2: Transform
Voice 3: Brothers and sisters! I urge you…
Voice 1: Conform
Voice 2: Transform…
Voice 3: Be quiet! (The voices go quiet)
Voice 1: Conform
Voice 2: (Quickly) Be quiet!
Voice 3: Brothers and sisters, I urge you, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice…
Voice 1: That’s conforming.
Voice 1: Yes, it is. You are conforming to a religious stereotype. Don’t do what you want, oh no, do what God wants.
Voice 3: No, it doesn’t mean that…
Voice 2: (Interrupting) If that’s conforming, what is transforming, then?
Voice 1: Transformation is break the rules, outrage everybody, establish a new norm, live for the moment, don’t worry what other people think, especially the self-righteous and the judgemental. Be like the Beatles, like Bowie, like… (in a hushed voice) Gaga.
Voice 3: (Spluttering) That’s not what the passage means…
Voice 2: So following God’s plan for life is conforming, but doing life on our terms is not, right?
Voice 1: Yes.
Voice 2: But what if you’re really just conforming?
Voice 1: How?
Voice 2: What if you’re just following the crowd, even when you’re leading it. Conforming to a vision of life shaped by our sinful desires, a fallen world and God’s Enemy.
Voice 2: What if freedom is only found in letting God transform you. Not into a religious robot, but into a true person, free to choose good and love others, with no need for a return.
Voice 1: Well, that does sound good. But how?
Voice 3: Do not be conformed to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds. Then you will be able to test what God’s will is – his good, pleasing and perfect will.
Voice 1: Conform?
Voice 2: Transform.